FITTING OF WINDOW SEALS
When removing old seals make sure that the glass is marked so
that is goes back in the same way as it came out and from the
same opening.
Both the fibreglass and glass should be cleaned thoroughly to
remove any old sealer and contaminants as new seals
performance will be inhibited by and debris.
Fit one end of the new seal to the edge of fiberglass roof with the
filler channel to the outside of the roof and work your way around
the opening making sure the seal is pushed well into the corners.
When you have fitted to the whole opening cut the seal approx.
1.25inch (30mm) long and then connecting the two ends of the
seal make the seal sit on the fibre glass edge.
Starting on the bottom edge work the glass into the bottom
channel and slide it to the central position you can then start to
work the glass into the seal on the sides of the opening. If the
glass does not slide easily lubricate with a little liquid soap.
Continue this until you work around to the top of the window and
complete the top edge.
Make sure the glass seats well all the way around the seal, you
can giggle it if not central.
Starting 180 degrees from the join in the outer section start to fit
the filler section into the slot. We recommend the correct tool for
doing this as it makes the job easier. Work the tool along the slot
opening it as you go to allow the filler to seat correctly. When you
get back to the start point cut the filler slightly long and work end
into the slot.
Check the glass is sitting flush with the roof and that there are not
edges tucked on the seal.
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